
Dear All,

It is with weather that I describe as exceptionally 
beautiful that we got to the Christmas season with our fishermen 
friends , faithful and new. All came to enjoy the adventure of the 
Grand Banks and chained exceptional fisheries. Only the cyclone 
Amara has made a "mess " in the island just before Christmas but 
after two days of strong winds but no rain (rain yet always welcome 
as it is rare and necessary ), vegetation and crops have undergone 
many damage, but fortunately no casualties and little damage.

Aboard L'oiseau des îles II , beautiful fish and big fights ! 
The fishing was good and gave everyone a lot of surprises , joy and 
physical effort whatever the fishing technique used :

The jig was honored until mid-January with big doggies . 
Note that the « carangues » are not yet " entered the dance" but 
it will be soon . The bait fishing has taken the variety of up to 20 
different species on the same trip . And the trolling brings a lot of 
wahoo in large numbers of sailfish and marlin now with specimens of 
around 400lbs !
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Today few words but pictures and smiles of our 
fishermen who show a lot of joy but also on the intensity 
of their battles. To live or relive those emotions and 
appreciate the reality of life on board without pretense, 
nothing better than to watch videos posted by our 
fishermen on our website. 

We still have some offers sharing ship in March 
2014 for Banks Hawkins 65h and 89H. And always our 
offer -30% for all bookings during the months of May to 
October. For more information contact us at 
contact@defidailleurs.com or on our facebook page Cyril 
FAURE. 

A very soon. Cyril and his crew



Cyril and Sandrine FAURE
Défi d'ailleurs – RODRIGUES Island

Office : JeanTac - Phone +230 8321574
Mobile +230 57391865 or  +230 57618812
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